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First of all, I blieve this condition can NOT be rectified thru (any) "therapy;" strictly speaking.
What I understand is these "specks of light" are some benign. Home » Current Health
Articles » Mucus: Causes of White, Yellow, Brown, Grey, Black Phlegm Mucus: Causes of
White, Yellow, Brown, Grey, Black Phlegm. Finding black specks in mucus remains can
be alarming, especially since most throat mucus is clear in color. While gross and often
inconvenient, throat mucus plays a. Free Online Dog Symptom Diagnosis. Use the free
online medical diagnosis page to find a canine disease, condition, or find a possible
medical diagnosis for your dog. Mucus Color Meaning. W elcome! Have you been puzzled
by the colors of mucus in their different hues? If you have you are not alone. I used to be
there myself The term phlegm signifies an inflammation that results into an excessive
mucous production. This excessive mucous cough outs as a sputum. Sputum colour,
consistency.
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4 days ago i've been smoking weed for about 3 years. within the past year or less i have
been coughing up little globs of black flehm. it or so maximum the black specks would at
least disappear . Phlegm is mucus (sputum) coughed up from the chest. It reveals
inflammation in the respiratory organs below the vocal . Jun 29, 2015. And they dont cough
black plhem up.. It seems like it started with gray stuff and now has gotten down to the. OK,
so my boyfriend is coughing up little black specs and it scares me!!
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